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Abstract 
We study the context-free languages recognized by a groupoid G in terms of the algebraic 
properties of the multiplication monoid .k(G) of G. Concentrating on the case where J?(G) is 
group-free, we show that all regular languages can be recognized by groupoids for which -k’(G) 
is y-trivial of threshold 2 and that all groupoids for which d(G) belongs to the larger variety 
DA recognize only regular languages. Further, we give an example of a groupoid such that 
A(G) is in the smallest variety outside of DA, and which recognizes all context-free languages 
not containing the empty word. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
A groupoid is a binary algebra G with no restriction on its operation “e”; in particu- 
lar “.” does not have to be associative. Just like monoids recognize regular languages, 
finite groupoids recognize languages: a language L CA* is recognized by groupoid G 
if there exist a monoid homomorphism 4 : C* + G” and a subset F C G, such that 
w EL iff W$ can evaluate to an element of F. When “.” is nonassociative, the out- 
come of the evaluation of w4 varies depending on the way w$ is parenthesized, 
and “recognizing” w consists in deciding whether there exists a “successful” paren- 
thetization for ~4. In [5], Btdard et al. introduced this notion of recognition and 
showed that the finite groupoids recognize exactly the context-free languages. and 
that the closely related word problem over groupoids is LUGCFL-complete under 
DLOGTIME reducibility. Completeness results for further complexity classes have been 
obtained by looking at the word problem for specific groupoids or growing families of 
groupoids [5,2, 121. 
It is natural to look for a correspondence between finite groupoids and classes of 
context-free languages. For this, a classification of groupoids has to be developed, 
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which would be appropriate to this purpose. Since a monoid A’(G) can be associated 
with every groupoid G in a natural manner (the ~~~~i~Zic~~io~ ~o~oj~, for definition 
see below), a possible approach, which we take in this paper, is to look at groupoids in 
terms of the properties of .,4(G). The questions we ask are therefore: what properties 
of A’(G) are necessary in order for G to recognize a regular language? a nonregular 
language? a hardest context-free language? 
The second question was addressed by Caussinus and Lemieux 171, then by 
Beaudry et al. [3] in the case of qua~igroup~, which are those groupoids for 
which A(G) is a group: quasigroups recognize exactly the open regular languages, 
which implies that their word problem is no harder than the word problem over 
finite groups. Concerning the third question: a groupoid with LOGCFL-complete 
word problem has been found by Bedard et al. [5] through a generic trans- 
fo~ation from a context-free grammar generating Greibach’s hardest CFL 191; the 
properties of this groupoid were not anaIyzed. Later, a groupoid with A(G) aperiodic 
and recognizing an encoding for SAC’ circuits with output 1 was found by 
Caussinus [6]. 
In this article, we consider the aperiodic groupoids, namely those for which A!(G) 
is a group-free monoid. First, we show that groupoids such that A’(G) is y-trivial 
of threshold 2 are powerful enough to recognize the regular languages (Theorem 2). 
Next, we show that the presence of the syntactic monoid of the language (ab)*, 
denoted by BA2, is necessary in the monoid variety generated by A?‘(G) in order 
for G to be able to recognize a nonregular language; we do this by proving that if 
,4’(G) E DA, the largest variety of aperiodic monoids not containing BAz, then G rec- 
ognizes only regular languages (Theorem 3). We move on to show that in terms of 
monoid varieties, the boundary associated with DA is strict. Let B denote the variety 
of monoids generated by BA2: we show the existence of a groupoid Gaba such that 
A#‘( Gabu) E B, which recognizes the nonregular language {a” ban 1 tz > 0} (Proposition 
9). Moreover, as soon as the boundary is crossed, it is possible to recognize an almost 
hardest context-free language: “hardest” under nonerasing homomo~hism reduction, 
“almost” in the sense that it does not contain the empty word A.. The corresponding 
groupoid thus recognizes all CFLs which do not contain A (“‘A-free”; this is Theo- 
rem 10). This can be used to confirm the fact, pointed to in [6], that all context-free 
languages can be recognized by aperiodic groupoids. For V a variety of monoids, let 
IL(V) denote the class of the languages recognized by those groupoids whose multipli- 
cation monoid belongs to V; let Reg, CFL and R-CFL, respectively, denote the regular, 
the context-free, and the A-free context-free languages. We summarize the situation as 
follows. 
Theorem. il(J A AZ) = IL(DA) = Reg; % - CFL 5 ii(B); e(A) = CFL. 
In Section 2, we give the necessary background on groupoids and monoids. Sec- 
tions 3, 4, and 5, respectively, contain the proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 10. Section 6 
concludes with comments. 
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2. Preliminaries 
A groupoid is a set equipped with a binary operation; we denote both the set and 
the algebraic structure by G, and the operation either by “.” or by concatenation of the 
arguments. In this article all groupoids are finite. Further properties can be specified 
on the operation, for instance associativity, which means that all parenthetisations are 
equivalent when it comes to evaluate a word in the groupoid. An element 1 is an 
identity if for all x, lx =x1 =x. An element I is absorbing if for all x, -Lx =x1 = -L. 
A monoid is an associative groupoid containing an identity. A subgroupoid of G is a 
subset of G which is closed under the groupoid’s operation. 
Finite groupoids can be classified in terms of varieties: a variety of groupoids is 
a class of finite groupoids closed under division (M divides N, denoted by M 3 N, 
whenever M is a homomorphic image of a subgroupoid of N) and finite direct product. 
The classification of finite algebras in such terms has been studied extensively (see for 
instance [ 11). 
A groupoid can be used as a language-recognizing device. If G is nonassociative, a 
word x E G+ can yield different values depending on the order in which it is evaluated 
(its parenthetisation); given x, y E G*, we denote by x-+ y the statement that x can 
evaluate to y (partial evaluation when y has length 2 or more). A language L C C* 
is recognized by G iff there exist a monoid homomorphism C$ from C* to G* and a 
subset F of G, such that a word w E C* belongs to L if, and only if w$-+ f for at 
least one f E F. With the notation L(G; f) = {w E G* 1 w-+ f }, this can be expressed 
as L = lJfEF L(G; f )c#-’ . An analogous definition can be given for the case of a l-free 
language L C Ct. 
With a groupoid G, we associate the set &‘(G) = {R(a), L(a) 1 a E G} of functions 
from G to itself, where bR(a)= ba is the multiplication to the right by a (resp. 
bL(a) =ab, to the left) in the groupoid (see [13]). This defines a finite automaton 
L?(G) with G as the set of states, d(G) as the alphabet of input symbols, and transi- 
tions defined by bL(a) = aR(b) = c if c = ab. The multiplication monoid &L(G) is the 
transformation monoid of 9(G). 
We now give some background on monoids, taken mainly from [8,10,14]. Green’s 
relations are equivalence relations defined inside a monoid M: 
s&t iffMsM=MtM; sXt iff sM=tM and Ms=Mt. 
A ,$-class is an equivalence class for relation f. With respect to f, we also use the 
notations s 6J t iff MsM 2 MtM; s < Jt iff MsM C MtM. Relation <J defines a partial 
order on the 2-classes of a monoid and has a maximal element, the f-class of the 
monoid’s identity. 
For every element x in a finite monoid, there exist integers t 2 0 and q > 1 such that 
xffq =xt. The smallest such t and q are the threshold and period of x, respectively. 
Element e is idempotent iff e = e 2, that is, whenever q = t = 1. A f-class is regular if 
it contains at least one idempotent. A monoid element x belonging to a regular $-class 
is regular. 
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The finite monoids are usually classified in terms of varieties, usually defined by 
a set of properties all monoids they contain must satisfy, or by a set of generating 
monoids, in which case the variety is the closure of this set under division and finite 
direct products. 
In this article we work inside the variety A of all aperiodic monoids. A monoid 
M is aperiodic whenever there is no nontrivial group N such that N + M; two equiv- 
alent definitions are: that 'df E M, 3 > 1 : f'+' = f', and that whenever Vf, g EM, 
f Xg=+ f =g (i.e. M is S-trivial). We say that groupoid G is aperiodic iff 4(G) 
is aperiodic. The subvarieties of A relevant to our work are DA, J A AZ, and B. 
Variety DA is the class of those aperiodic monoids where every regular y-class is 
closed under the monoid’s operation. Notice that this and aperiodicity imply that all 
the regular elements of M are idempotent. 
Variety J A A* c DA is the class of the y-trivial monoids of threshold two. The 
$-trivial monoids are defined by the property Vf, g E M, f $9 + f = g; in particular, 
the commutative aperiodic monoids are $-trivial. The monoids of J A A2 satisfy the 
additional condition that all their elements must have threshold at most two. 
Finally, B is the variety generated by the syntactic monoid of the language (ab)*, 
namely BAT = { 1, e, f, ef, fe, _L} with operation such that ee = f f = I, efe = e, and 
fef = f. Variety B is the smallest variety of aperiodic monoids not included in DA, be- 
cause if a variety V CA contains a monoid that is not in DA, then BA2 E V 
(see [41X 
Given a variety V of monoids, we denote by 2’(V) the class of the (regular) lan- 
guages recognized by monoids belonging to V, by %V the class of all groupoids whose 
multiplication monoid belongs to V and by R_(V) the class of all languages recognized 
by groupoids of YV. We gather known or easily verified facts to establish a relationship 
between varieties of groupoids and of monoids. 
Proposition 1. Let G, HI, and H2 be jinite groupoids. If G = HI x H2, then A’(G) + 
-PHI ) x -4%72 1. 
Proof. We write g = (hl, h2) for an element of G. It is not hard to verify that (ki,k2) 
R(g)= (klR(hl),k2R(h2)) for any (kl, kz) E G, and that 4?‘(G) is generated by 
{(R(hl),R(hz)),(L(hl),L(hz)) I (hl,h2)EG)Cd(Hl)xd(H2), 
using obvious notations for the elements of A(H1) x A’(H2). 0 
Let G and H both be finite groupoids. It is straightforward to verify that if H is a 
subgroupoid of G then AS!(H) -x A(G). Also, if H is a homomorphic image of G, then 
A(H) 4 A!(G) (from [13, Exercise 1.7~1). These observations put together imply that 
for any variety V of monoids, the corresponding class SV is a variety of groupoids. 
The class of languages [L(V) is readily seen to be closed under finite union and inverse 
homomorphic image; whether it is also closed under division and the other Boolean 
operations may depend on V. 
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In this article it will be claimed several times that a given groupoid G recognizes 
a certain language K 5 Z* under homomorphism 4 with accepting subset F, and that 
&Y(G) E !??V for some variety of monoids V. The proof of such a claim will be three- 
fold. First, it will be shown that KC U f,_F L(G; f), by explaining how to use the 
operation of G to verify, whenever w E K, that wd -* f for some f E F, that is : how 
to “correctly” evaluate the image WC$ of w. Second, in order to show the converse 
U,,E&G;f)CK we use an observation of [5], that L(G; f) is the language gen- 
erated by the context-free grammar built by defining a variable V, for each x E G, a 
production V, + VYVZ for every “rule” y.z =x of the groupoid’s operation, a production 
Vi = /z if the groupoid contains an identity 1, and a production X +x for each element 
x # 1; the start symbol is the variable VQ defined from the accepting element f. Now 
since 4 will always be injective by construction, the argument will be complete when 
it is verified that the preimage of every word of L(G; f) n C*$ must be a word of K. 
Finally it will have to be shown that d(G) E V, using some argument appropriate to 
the specific properties of V. 
3. Recognizing regular languages 
Our first result is that every regular language can be recognized by a groupoid whose 
multiplication monoid belongs to variety DA. Actually, we prove a stronger result, in 
that this monoid is in the variety J A A2 of the f-trivial monoids of threshold two. 
Theorem 2. For every regular language L, there is a groupoid which recognizes L 
and whose multiplication monoid is y-trivial of threshold 2. 
Proof (sketch). A regular language L C C* can be defined recursively from the sets 
0 and {a}, a E C, with the operations: union, concatenation, and Kleene star. (In our 
notation, a is a character and a a groupoid element.) We parallel the recursive defini- 
tion of L to build a groupoid GL which recognizes L under an appropriately defined 
homomorphism 4. 
Basis: Define G = {a 1 a E C} U { 1, 1) with operation given by the two “rules”: ( 1) 
element 1 is the identity; (2) everything not involving 1 evaluates to 1. 
Groupoid G recognizes {a} under the homomorphism 4 : a --f a,Va E C, with the 
accepting subset {a}, and the language 0 with the accepting subset 0. It is readily 
verified that monoid k!(G) is commutative and aperiodic, hence f-trivial, and that it 
is of threshold 2. 
Induction: Let Li (i = 1,2) be recognized by groupoid Gi, such that &‘( Gi) E J A Az, 
via homomorphism $i with accepting subset F;. Specify further w.1.o.g. that Gi and 
GZ are disjoint, and that each Gi has an absorbing element li @ Fi and an identity 
denoted by 1;. 
Union: L = L1 U Lz. Define GL as the direct product Gi x Gz. For each a E C, de- 
fine a4 = (0,) tl) . . (Q, zk) where a4, = 01 . ck and a42 = 71 . . Tk (k is the larger 
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of the number of nontrivial elements in a& and a&; if the shorter a& has less 
than k symbols, then pad it with enough instances of li). The accepting subset is 
(Gi x F2) U (F1 x G2). We have .,@(GL) E J A AZ by closure of variety J A A2 under 
direct product and Proposition 1. 
Concatenation: L=Ll.Lz. LetH={x,,x2,x3,xq,xg,d,e,1,1} and GL=(G~ xG2)U 
HU{h,hl,h2}. Define a4=xixzxs((Tr,rr).. . (ok, zk)xIx2x3 for each a E C, where (ai, 
r,)... (Q, rk) is defined as above. The groupoid’s operation is specified with the fol- 
lowing “rules” 
(1) within Gi x G2, the operation works as the direct product; 
(2)X1.X2=X4, X2.x3=X5, Xq.Xg=d, X1 .X5=6?; 
(3) e.(6,Z)=(~,Z).e=(o,z); 
(4) (0, z) . d = hl if 0 E F1; otherwise this evaluates to I; 
(5) d + (0, z) = h2 if r E F2; otherwise this evaluates to I; 
(6) hi . (a, z) = h if r E F2; otherwise this evaluates to I; 
(7) (0, r) h2 = h if (T E FI; otherwise this evaluates to I; 
(8) element 1 acts as the identity; 
(9) everything not specified above evaluates to 1. 
If w E C* is such that w = uiz42 with both Ui E Li nonempty, then the pattern ~1~2x3 is 
used to decide nondeterministically where the junction is in w between ~1 and 242 and 
also to ensure that this junction indeed occurs between two characters of w. Indeed, the 
rightmost ~1~2x3 in ~14 can be parenthesized to evaluate to d, while all other ~1~2x3's 
in u14 evaluate to e. By rule (3), the e’s are absorbed; then by rule (1) evaluation 
proceeds inside Gr x G2, so that ~1 -Y, (a, z)d, with o E FI. By rule (41, this evaluates 
to hl. Meanwhile, in u2 each ~1~2x3 is parenthesized to give e, which is absorbed by 
rule (3); evaluation then proceeds inside Gi x Gz, resulting in a value (0, r) with r E F2. 
Similar reasonings apply to the special cases where ~1 = 1 or 242 = A. The accepting 
subset FL C GL is defined according to whether A E Li (i = 1,2) : h E FL always; hl E FL 
if AEL2; h2EFL if ,lELl; 1 EFL if AELI nL2. 
In the other direction, observe first that w4 -vut 1 iff w4 = 1 iff w = 1. Otherwise if 
w$-+ h, then w$ must first evaluate to (o,z)d(o’, z’), with cr E FI and r’ E Fz. This 
implies that w = ~1~2 with ui E Li (i = 1,2) and that the “d” in (a, z)d(cf, z’) was 
correctly located at the junction of ~1 and 242. Similar arguments apply when w4 
evaluates to hl or h2. 
To show that I is #-trivial, we test an equivalent condition on the automaton 
2( GL), proved in [ 151, that its transformation monoid is #‘-trivial iff ( 1) the automaton 
is an acyclic directed graph, and (2) for every subalphabet B G &(Gr.), each connected 
component in the automaton defined with the states of Z?(GL) and the characters of 
B contains exactly one state x such that Vb E B, xb =x (we say that x “dominates” 
its connected component). We readily observe that the automaton _??(GL) is acyclic 
and then consider the possible subalphabets of &(GL). Disregarding elements 1 and 
I of GL, whose left and right multiplications are the monoid’s identity and zero, 
respectively, we first consider the subset C = {xi / 1 <i < 5) U {d, h, hl, h2) of I: 
we observe that for each a E C, only state I is such that U(a) = _L or IL(a) = 1. 
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Therefore, whenever a subset B C d(G) intersects {R(a),L(a) ) a E C}, automaton 9~ 
is connected and dominated by 1. There remain the subsets of &(GI x G2) U {R(e),L(e)}. 
Since R(e) and L(e) act as the identity on G, x Gl while the other generators behave 
as in the direct product of groupoids G1 and G 2, condition (2) is satisfied on the 
connected components of (GI x G2) U {e}; in the rest of GL there is a unique con- 
nected component, dominated by state 1. All elements of d(G) have threshold at 
most 2: this holds on &(Gt x G2) by induction hypothesis and verification on the 
states of H U {h, hl, AZ}, and the property is verified separately on each other element 
of .&(GL). 
Kleene star: L =L:. Let GL = GI UH U {A}, with H as above. The homomorphism 
is a +xIx2x3(a&)x,x2xs. The operation of GL is: 
( 1) within GI , this is the operation of Gt ; 
(2) within H, it works as in rule (2) above; 
(3) u.e=e.a=u for all a~Gl; 
(4) a . d = h if a E Ft ; otherwise this evaluates to I; 
(5) h.h=h; 
(6) element 1 acts as the identity; 
(7) everything not specified above evaluates to 1. 
The accepting subset is FL = { 1, h}. The proof is very similar to the one for concatena- 
tion; the “xtxzxs” blocks are used to decide nondeterministically how the word w EL is 
split into ~1 . . . u,., where each ui ELI is nonempty. The verification that A(GL) E JAAz 
is a simplified version of the proof developed in the case of concatenation. 0 
4. Groupoids with multiplication monoid in DA 
In this section, we complete the proof of IL(J A AZ) = [L(DA) = Reg. 
Theorem 3. The groupoids of YDA recognize only regular languages. 
It suffices to prove that if A(G) E DA, then for any t E G, the set L(G; t) = {w E G* 1 
W--J+ t} is a regular language. For this we show that for every word w in this set, there 
exists at least one “accepting” parenthetization which can be evaluated nondetetminis- 
tically with constant memory space. This idea of proving the existence of a simpler, 
equivalent parenthetization was introduced by Caussinus and Lemieux in their work on 
the subcase where A(G) is a group [7]. 
First, observe that in an evaluation tree of w, walking along the path from leaf i 
carrying input ai to the root determines a walk in 2(G) starting at state ai, reading 
as elements of the alphabet s&‘(G) the outputs of the subtrees encountered along the 
way toward the root, i.e. reading L(b) for a left (resp. R(b), right) subtree produc- 
ing groupoid element b. This sequence of subtree outputs thus defines an expression 
W(i) E.&(G)*. 
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Proposition 4. An evaluation tree on w E Gf outputs value t iff for each leaf i, carry- 
ing input value ai, the corresponding leaf-to-root path in the tree defines a sequence 
W(i) of subtree outputs which in S(G) takes state ai to state t iff there is one leaf 
i for which this holds. 
Proof. The only nonobvious part of the proof is to verify by contradiction that if the 
condition is satisfied by one leaf-root path, then this suffices to determine the output 
of the whole tree. 0 
We now give a closer look at the structure of expression W(i). 
Proposition 5. Let A4 be a monoid with generating set A and identity F #A. For any 
element e <J E we can write e = f ahbg, where: f > J e; a E A and f a f e; q >J e; 
bEAU{E}andbg$eholdsifb#E; haJeandifh#E, thenboth fa,$eandbg~e. 
Proof. Scanning from left to right an expression for e<JE, find the shortest prefix 
which evaluates to an element $-equivalent to e, and call a the rightmost generator 
in this prefix. If the rest of the expression also evaluates to an element of the y-class 
of e, then scan it from the right for a suffix bg; otherwise the result is fag. 0 
Definition (Fixed characters). In an expression W = a of length one, character a is 
fixed. Else either W = f ahbg as in Proposition 5 with a, b #E, or W = f ag; then the 
fixed characters in W are those of a and b which differ from E, plus the fixed characters 
of f and q. 
Definition (Simplijable subexpressions). If W = a or W = E, then W contains no sim- 
plifiable subexpression. If W = fahbg as in Proposition 5 with a, b # E, then the simplifi- 
able subexpressions in W are h if it differs from E, plus the simplifiable subexpressions 
of f and g. If W =faq, then the simplifiable subexpressions in W are those of f 
and q. 
Lemma 6. Let monoid M with m elements be as in Proposition 5. Any expression 
for an element of M has at most 2”‘+’ - 2 fixed characters and 2”’ - 1 simplijiable 
subexpressions. 
Proof. In the Hasse diagram of the y-classes of A4 defined by the partial order dJ, let 
the depth of a y-class be the length of the longest path from this class to the maximal 
j-class, which contains E. Let E(j) denote the largest number of fixed characters in 
expressions for the elements of those 2-classes at depth j, and S(j) the largest number 
of simplifiable subexpressions. In the maximal f-class let E(0) = 2 and S(0) = 1. For 
j > 1, Proposition 5 leads to the induction E(j) < 2+2E(j - 1) and S(j) < 1+2S(j - 1); 
the statement follows from j <m - 1. 0 
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Fig. 1. A right zigzag, Fig. 2. A straightened right zigzag. 
Let an angle along a leaf-root path in a binary tree be a pair of consecutive 
edges of the type “left-child-to-parent followed by right-child-to-parent” (left angle) 
or conversely, “right-child-to-parent followed by left-child-to-parent” (right angle). 
Right and left angles alternate along a path. Let a right zigzag be a right-left-right 
sequence of three consecutive angles. This corresponds to a subexpression of the 
form ~(~)~(~~). . .R(hi)~(c~)...L(c~)R(d), where i,j>, 1 (see Fig. 1). We define the 
straightening of a right zigzag as the operation which turns this subexpression i to 
L(o)L(cl)* . qL(cj)R(bl)*..R(bi)R(d). 
This keeps intact the ordering of the leaves, the subtrees, and the ordering between 
the left (resp. right) subtrees (see Fig. 2); however two of the angles along the path are 
eliminated. Notice that the number of angles is also reduced along the paths to subtrees 
bt,... , bi_ 1 and is unchanged along the others. Left zigzags and their straightening are 
defined dually. 
If M(G) E DA, then the characters in a simplifiable subexpression may be reorga- 
nized without modifying the output of the evaluation tree. This claim is based on the 
following. 
Lemma 7. Let A4 E DA and gyk be regular elements of M. Then for any p, q2Jg, 
it holds that gpqk = gqpk = gk. 
Proof. Having p >, J g means 3u, t‘ : g = up?.?; then g” = z&pug and g = g2 (because g is 
regular and M is in DA) leads to pvg$g. Then g~g~vg, hence g$ gp. By the same 
reasoning, we obtain gk # gpqk A? gqpk, and the result follows by remembering that 
A4 E DA is Z-trivial. Cl 
Now with J%(G) E DA, let W = ghk be an expression where ghk f gyk are regular 
and h 2Jg is simplifiable, Consider the expression h’ obtained by s~ighte~ing a zigzag 
along the path segment which defines h. Then by Lemma 7, gk = ghk = gh’k, and by 
Proposition 4, the output of the tree is unchanged. This straightening can be repeated 
until the number of angles between g and k is at most 2. Recall that this never increases 
the number of angles along any of the other leaf-root paths affected by the operation. 
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(input : groupoid elements xl,. . . , x,; target value is t) 
read xr ; let i:= 1; 
repeat 
push L(xi) on the stack 
i:=i+ 1 
read xi 
nondeterministically decide whether leaf xi is a right child 
if this is so, then 
guess an integer 1 d k < current stack height 
for j := 1 to k do 
pop value (denoted q) and do x; := Xiyj 
until i = II or stack is empty or higher than the allowed maximum 
accept if i = n and stack is empty and x, = t. 
Fig. 3. Algorithm to test membership of XI ‘xn in L(G; t), 
Lemma 8. Let G E 9DA have size n. If an input word belongs to L(G; t), then it has 
an evaluation tree, evaluating to t, where each leaf-root path has 0(2”n) angles. 
Proof. We count the angles along each leaf-root path in an accepting tree for w E 
L(G; t). Each fixed character contributes up to one angle to the total. We repeatedly 
apply the above argument on every simplifiable subexpression along every path in the 
tree until each subexpression contributes at most 2 angles. The upper bound is obtained 
by using Lemma 6 with m f n”. 0 
The nondeterministic algorithm given in Fig. 3 reads the input left-to-right, guesses 
and evaluates on-line the evaluation tree, using a pushdown stack to store the in- 
termediate values. These are stored as elements of A!!(G), so that the outputs from 
consecutive left subtrees between a left angle and the next right angle can be multi- 
plied in A’(G) and stored as one stack entry, instead of one above the other. Thus the 
stack depth depends only on the number of angles, that is, on the size of G, which 
is a constant, and the algorithm can be implemented with a nondeterministic finite 
automaton. q 
5. Groupoids for nonregular languages 
The obvious question arising from Theorem 3 is, how sharp this result is. We show 
that DA is the largest variety of monoids for which this holds. Remember that B is 
the smallest variety of aperiodic monoids not included in DA. 
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Proposition 9. There exists a groupoid Gaba with multiplication monoid in B, which 
recognizes the nonregular context-free language Laba = {anban ( n 2 0). 
Proof. Let Gaba = {a, b,c, I} and the operation be defined by a b = c, c . a = b, 
while everything else evaluates to 1. To see that A’(Gabu) 4 BA2 x BA2, therefore that 
J$!(Gaba) E B, let { li, ej, JI, eiJ, hei, li} (i = 1,2) be two copies of BA2; then verify 
that A(G,ba) is isomorphic to the monoid generated by (fiet,ez), (elfi, f2), (er, f2), 
and (ft , e2). Next, we claim that Gaba recognizes Lab,2 with accepting subset {b} under 
the homomorphism $&a: a H a, b H b. Indeed, verify first that a”ba” can evaluate 
as a”-‘(ab)a” = a”-‘ca” = a”-I (ca’ = a”-‘ba”-‘, and so on, so that w$,ba -* b if 
w t Laba. In the other direction, applying the standard method described in Section 2 
and retaining only the relevant productions, we build for L(Gaba; b) the grammar: 
A-ta; B+CAIb; C+AB. 
Using standard techniques, we verify that B $ w iff w = a”ba” with n 3 0. 0 
We move to the next question: what are the most complex languages recognizable 
by groupoids with multiplication monoid in B; and moreover, can such a groupoid be 
universal (that is, recognize all context-free languages)? Unfortunately, we have so far 
found no example of a groupoid in 9B which simultaneously contains an identity and 
recognizes a nonregular language. Therefore we concentrate on those languages from 
which the empty word is absent (“i-free”) and within this restriction we can answer our 
question. “Hardness” is defined here in terms of nonerasing homomorphism reduction. 
Theorem 10. There exists a groupoid G such that &e(G) is in variety B, which 
recognizes a hardest J.-free context-free language. 
The main logical steps consist in: (i) introducing LG C C+, a A-free version of 
Greibach’s hardest CFL designed to satisfy constraints which were not taken into 
account in [9]; (ii) describing a groupoid G, an accepting subset F, and a homomor- 
phism Ic/: C+ + G +; then proving that (iii) G recognizes exactly LG under $ (Lemma 
11); and (iv) that monoid A(G) belongs to variety B (Lemma 12). 
We leave it to the reader to verify that our construction can be adapted to give a 
groupoid in YA - %B which recognizes a hardest context-free language, hence that 
U_(A) = CFL. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 10. 
Greibach’s construction is based on a context-free grammar 3 in Greibach normal 
form with start symbol Va; it consists in applying to a word 01 . . . a, a homomorphism 
p, built from the encoding Pi for a production P, defined by: 
l if P is Vo+o then P<=aia3; 
l if P is V+oVj, . ..J$., then Pi = aiaOalakal . ..alafalaj. 
l if P is I$ + CJ, i 2 1, then Pi = a<a;az’a;a3; 
l if P is 5 -+ OVj, . . Vj,,,, i > 1, then Pi = a;a;a~‘~f~aoala:“al . . ala:‘alaJ. 
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Let P 1,. . . ,& be those productions whose right hand side begins with character 0. 
Homomorphism p maps CJ to the string a~ = (Plc). . . (&[)$. 
Let Z={lZi~Li~Odi<3}U{$}; we now define the language LG c C+: 
LG = {.Z~W,z;r,z,W~z;Y2f~ .ZnWnZ,:YnZn+,I 
n 2 1; V’i,Yj = $; Y’i, Zi,Z;EcT; 9). 
This definition uses the following: 
l the subalphabets Ct={ai,a;/i=0,1,2,3} and &={(~~,ai,a~,a~,~z~}; 
l for i < n the notations Wi = UiXia.3, with Xi E C,* and Ui E {a~,a~}; 
l the predicate 9’: either n = 1 and [Xi = A and Ui = ai], or n > 2 and 
(31:{&,..., y,-l}j{~,~})[Xl(~r)...(y,-lr)X,EL~ and Ui =~il; 
l the context-free language LD c (CZ U {s, u})‘, g enerated from symbol s by the gram- 
mar 3~: 
s + aau; U+tiUi It2&]US; ti -+aiu; t2 + a2u; 
this is a modified version of Dyck’s language with “parentheses” ai and 4 (i = 1,2), 
where the symbols S, U, and a0 are introduced to ensure that A!(G) E B. 
It can readily be verified that if VO 3 q . . . a, in 9, then (q . . . cn)p is a word of 
LG. For the encoding W = (~1 . . .a,)~ E LG, we call parameter IZ the initial length of 
W. We now define G: 
U{Xi I 1 < i < 5) U {~,eo,e~,fo,fi,9,h,s,tl,~2,~,y0,yl, Vo, Vl,#, 1). 
We claim that LG is recognized by G with accepting subset {h}, through homomor- 
phism $ : Cf --+ G +, defined by: (index i = 0,1,2,3) ai H bix1~2~3; 4 H &x1x2x3; 
$ H $x,x2x3 A. The definition for the operation of G is displayed in Fig. 4. 
Gathering the rules into “phases” simplifies both proofs that G recognizes LG and 
that A’(G) E B. Each function in d(G) is used in at most one phase. Let Ai c d(G) 
be the set of those functions used during phase i: for any CI E G and any two fimc- 
tions p E Ai, q E Aj, if j<i, then clpq = 1. Thus, upon evaluating a word with a 
given parenthetization, we can w.1.o.g. work within a certain sequence, doing first 
all evaluations involving rules of phase 1, then all those with rules of phase 2, 
etc. The sets Ai, 1 < i < 8, are displayed in Fig. 5. We now prove the two main 
lemmas. 
Lemma 11. LG = L( G; h)$-‘. 
Proof. We start with the proof that LG & L(G; h)$-‘, considering first the case where 
WE LG has initial length at least two and using the notation w = WI/I. The proof 
consists in describing how to correctly evaluate w in G. We recall that for WE LG, 
we can write W =ZI W,Z{K .. .Z, W,ZiY,Z,+l where for each i < n + 1, 
Wi = UiXiU3. 
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Phase 1 
Phase 2 
Phase 3 
Phase 4 
Phase 5 
Phase 6 
X] 'X2 =x4 x2 'X3 =x5 x1 'X5 = yo x4 'X3 = y1 
bj . y] = ai byy] =l& bi YO = b;. ’ YO = # for i=O,1,2,3 
$. yo = vo $.y, = vl 
A.#=A # ’ ai = ai # ’ Oj = 9; for j = 0, I 
Vi . A = ej for j = 0,l 
a3 . t?j = fj for j = 0,l 
f0 al = u f] . aj = s 
a(, . u = s u.s=u aj . 2.4 = tj t, . a; = u for j= 1,2 
s.fj=g ai . g = h ao.fi=h for j = 0,l 
Everything not specified above evaluates to I, the absorbing element. 
Fig. 4. The operation of groupoid G. 
Ai 
Fig. 5. Subsets Ai of .Ca(G). 
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Denote by E, the intermediate result obtained after all applications of rules from 
phase p have been done; the evaluation begins with EO = w. First, the rules of phases 1 
and 2 are used to retrieve the factors Wi = U&a3 by doing bixi~2~3 -+biyt -+ai (resp. 
&x1x2x3 --+byyt --+a;). The factors Zi and Zi are marked to be erased later on by 
doing bixtxZx3 -+biyo-+ # (similarly with &x1x2x3). Meanwhile, the value of function 
rl is selected for each K, by doing $x1x2x3 --+ $yl -+ 01, which eventually yields s, or 
$xtx2~3-+$ys-+ VO, which yields U. The intermediate result is thus: 
where each z(ii) belongs to {#}* and each Ti to C:. During phase 3, elements A, ai, 
and Vj absorb the #‘s. The result is: 
During phases 4, 5, and 6, each pattern u3 Vz Au: is evaluated: the index ji E (0, 1) 
determines whether the pattern yields u or s; also involved here are u3 and a; from the 
blocks W;: their role is to ensure that between two consecutive $‘s nothing but Wi has 
been retained, with all its original characters (in their encoded form). Simultaneously, 
it is verified that there were no two adjacent S’s in W. Analogous work is done with 
the pattern u3 Vjn A located at the right end of E3. The intermediate result is E6 = &Rfj,, 
where R is a string of characters from C2 U {s,u}. During phase 7, string R is tested 
for membership in ED: using the rules of this phase amounts to applying in reverse 
the productions of grammar 9~ (an equivalence discussed in [5]). The result is uOshfi,, 
which evaluates to h during phase 8. 
The special case where word W has initial length 1, i.e. W encodes a one-character 
input 0, is treated similarly: phase 7 is bypassed and phase 8 evaluates uOA~ to h. 
In the other direction: first notice that $ is injective by construction; hence we only 
have to prove that if w -+ h in G and w E C+~,!I, then w = W$ for some W E LG. Starting 
from h, we apply the rules of G in reverse, as productions of a context-free grammar in 
Chomsky normal form; working backward from phase 8 to phase 1, we gather enough 
constraints on the words of zc+lc/ generated by this grammar to enable us to prove that 
they have to belong to LG$. 
Consider a word with initial length n 3 2. Beginning from start symbol h, phase 8 
generates uisfj,; then phase 7 applied on s generates a word R E LD. At this point, 
all those characters used to satisfy predicate 9 are present in R. Phases 6, 5, and 4 
substitute a3 Vi Au; for each occurrence of s (resp. u3 VoAu> for u), and u3 Vj” A for the 
An at the right end of the word. Phase 3 generates a string of {#}* to the right of 
each A (resp. to the left of each 0’). Phase 2 turns each Vj into $yj, each ui (resp. 4) 
into biyi (resp. b;:yi), and each # into b;ya or b:yo. Finally, phase 1 translates each yi, 
i = 0, 1, into ~1~2x3. The special case of words with initial length 1 is very similar. 0 
Lemma 12. The multiplication monoid of G belongs to variety B. 
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Proving this lemma directly on the monoid would be very tedious. Instead, we work 
on the regular languages recognizable by 9(G). Apart from being closed under Boolean 
operations (see [14]), the class 9B of all those regular sets whose syntactic monoid 
belongs to B satisfies the following properties. Let r’ denote some alphabet. 
Proposition 13. Properties of the subsets of r* belonging to _YB. 
(1) The languages { 2) and r* belong to _F’B. So do S and S* for any S C r. 
(2) Let Si c r, i = 1,2,3,4, be pairwise disjoint except possibly S1 and Sx, and let S,, 
S4 be nonempty; BA2 is the syntactic monoid of the languages (Sl U&S,*S4)*, 
S,*&(S, U&ScS4)*, and (SI US&S4)*&S~, which therefore belong to YB. 
(3) If Si c r, i = 1,2,3, are pairwise disjoint and KI c ST, Kx cS,* both are in _YB, 
then the language K,SzKj belongs to YB. 
Proof. Item (1) is immediate. For (2) and (3), we use copies of the three-state au- 
tomaton P with states denoted by 1,2, and 3 and whose transformation monoid is 
isomorphic to BA2; we give pointwise its six elements: 123,233,3 13,323,133,333. To 
prove (2) with the language (Sl U&S,*S4)*, take a copy of P where state 1 is both 
initial and accepting, where the elements of SZ act as 233, those of & - S1 as 323, 
those of S, as 313, those of S1 - & as 133, and finally those of 5’1 n& as 123. 
For the other two languages, use the same construction with a different choice of 
initial and accepting states. It is not hard to verify that the automaton for each lan- 
guage is minimal, proving that BA2 is their syntactic monoid. To prove (3), build a 
copy of P where state 1 is initial and 2 is accepting, and let SI act as 133, S2 as 
233, and S, as 323: this recognizes SF&S:. Meanwhile, modify a minimal automaton 
for K1 in order to make S, and Sj act on it as the identity, and do the same for 
K3, SI and &. The intersection of the languages recognized by these three automata 
is KIS2K3. 
Proof of Lemma 12. For x,y two states in a finite automaton 9, denote by K(x,y) 
the language recognized by 2 with initial state x and unique accepting state y. We 
make use of the fact (from [ 10, page 1461) that the transformation monoid of a finite 
automaton 9 with alphabet r belongs to variety V iff for every two states x, y of 2, 
K(x, Y) E 6pV. 
Let r = JZ!( G). The proof consists in analyzing the language K(x, y) C r* for every 
pair of states of 5!(G) (in other words, every pair of elements of G) and in showing 
that K(x, y) E TB. For each p E G, we denote by T(p) the set of those q E G which 
are accessible from p in s(G). Let S(p) = T(p) -. {i}. In particular, K(p,q) = 0 
whenever q $ T(p), and the sets K(p, q), for q E T(p), partition r*. Next, if there is 
an edge from p to q, define X(p,q) to be the set of the labels of such edges; otherwise 
X( p, q) = 0. Define also 
r(p) = U wq7). 
q,JGvp) 
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Observe that for each q, K( p, q) & T(p)*. Al so, if state p does not belong to a non- 
trivial strongly connected component of Z?(G), then for all q, 
K(p, 4) = K(p, p) . 
[ 
U 
r@(P) 
W~,r).K(r,q) =~~~p,[K(p,p).X(p,r).K(r,q)l; 1 
membership of K( p, q) in _YB is thus ascertained by verifying that X(p, p), X( p, r), 
and T(r) are pairwise disjoint, and applying items (2) and (3) of Proposition 13: this 
defines a general method applicable to all p E G which do not belong to a nontrivial 
strongly connected component. Work is made much easier by the fact that the oper- 
ation of G is organized in phases: typically, K(p, p) = {A} or X(p, p) C: Ai for some 
1 <i < 8, X(p,r)cAj, for some j>i, and T(r)C_ Uk,jAk. 
We now proceed to show that each nontrivial K(p,q) belongs to YB by traversing 
the list of the elements of G. The data for our constructions are taken from Figs. 4 
and 5. We never specify K(p, I), which is obtainable from the other K(p, 4)‘s via 
Boolean operations. 
Starting with h, observe that S(h) = {h} and that K(h,h) = {A}. 
Second, we consider state g: S(g) = {g,h}; K(g,g) = {A}, X(g,h) = {L(uO)}, and 
T(h) = 0. 
Next we consider states s, t1, t2, and U, which together form a strongly connected 
component. We have S(s) = S(U) = s(tl ) = S(t2) = {s, t1, t2, U, g, h}. We first define the 
languages 
KO=[{~(~)}U{~(~O),~(~~),~(~~)}~{~(~),~(~~),~(~~)}I*, 
K1= [{R(~),L(~),L(uo),L(u~),R(~~)} U {L(Q )} . {R(ai))l*, 
K2= [{R(~),L(~),L(uo),L(u~),R(~~)}U {L(Qz)}. {R(&)}l*, 
K3 = [{R(s),L(al ),L(a2),R(&),R(&)} U {L(ao)} . {L(U)}]*, 
each of which belongs to S?B by item (3) of Proposition 13. Then 
K(u,u)=KonK1 nK2nK3, 
Proposition 13 is used to verify that all six languages belong to YB. Similar construc- 
tions are done for the languages K(p, q) with p E {s, tl, t2) and q E S(s) = S(tl ) = S(h). 
We proceed with the other states of A?(G); the work goes backward from phase 8 to 
phase 1 in the specification of the rules of G, which is an order of sets r(q) of roughly 
increasing size. Whenever X( p, p) is not specified, it holds that X(p, p) = {A}. 
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State ai: X(ui, ai) = {L(g)} 
X(&h) = {WcI)>R(fo),Wi)I, T(h)= 0. 
State fo: X(fo, u) = (R(6)) 2 A6, r(u) C A7 U& 
Khcl> = {Qs)l, h) = {UG)l. 
xui, A) = {U&l)). 
State .fi: x(fi,~)={R(&))CA6, W)CA7U.b, 
X(h,s> = {US))> %I)= {L(G)) 
x(.h,h)= {UQ;o)). 
State a:: X(u~,s)={L(fi)} CAg, T(s)cA7 uA~, 
X(&U) = {W?I)} CA69 r(u) CA7 UAs. 
State a~: X(UO,S) = {R(u)} CAT, 
WInA = {QaoMa~ ),L(~~),L(~),R(~),R(u; ),R(k)). 
State aj with j = 1,2: 
x(Uj, tj)= {R(u)) CAT, I’(tj)fIA7=r(S)nA7. 
State a; with j= 1,2: 
X(u;, U) = {L(tj)} CAT, T(U) n A7 = T(s) n AT. 
State ~23: X(u3,fi)={R(ej)}CA~, r(f/)G&U&U& (for j=O,l). 
State ej with j = 0,l: 
State Vj with j = 0,l: X( oj, y) = {L(R)} C A3, 
X(Vj,ej)={R(d)}CA4, T(ej)LAgUA6UA7UAs. 
State A: X(A, A) = {R(g)} C_ A3, 
X(d,ej)={L(Vj)}CA4, ~(e,)C_AsU&UA7U& (fOrj=o,l). 
State #: X(#,d)={L(d)}CA3, T(d)nA3={R(ti)} 
X(#,Vj)={R(Vj)}cA3, r(y)nA3={L(#)} (forj=O,l), 
X(fl,ai)= {R(k)) CIA3, QG)nA3 = {L(#)). 
State $: X($, 0,) = {R(yj)} C AZ, I-(q) 2 IJ,“=3 Ak (for j = 0, 1). 
State bi with i=O, 1,2,3: 
X(bi,ai)={R(,~~)} CA29 r(ai)nAz ~8, 
X(bi, #> = {R(_Yo)} C A29 r(g) nA2 = 8. 
State b;: with i=O, 1,2,3: 
X(&,a;:)={R(y,)} CA2, T(a;:)nA~=fl, 
X(& #) = {R(yo)} C AZ, r(8) f- A2 = 8. 
State ~0: X(yo,#)= {L(bi),L(G) 1 i=O, 1,2,3} GA2, r(#)nA~ =a), 
X(yo,Vo)={~($)} cA2, QVoo)nA2=0. 
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State yl: let i=O,1,2,3: 
State x5: X(xg,yo)={L(xl)} GAl, T(yo)nA~ =0. 
State x4: X(x4,~1)={R(x3)}GAl, r(yl)nAl =0. 
State x3: X(x3,yl)={L(x4)}CAl, r(x4)w ={Wx3)}, 
x(x3,x5)={L(x2)} c’h r(x5)nAl +(x1))? 
State x2: x(x2,x4)={L(xl)} cA1, r(x4)nAl ={R(x3)}, 
x(X2,%)=(&3)) sh uxS)w +(x1)). 
State x1: x(x~,x~)={Q-x~))c~~, r(X4)n4 =@(x3)), 
x(xi,.~a)= @(x5)} C4, r(yo)nAl =0. 
6. Comments 
We have explored the language-recognizing power of a groupoid according to the 
properties of its multiplication monoid. Concentrating our attention to the aperiodic 
case, we have found a sharp threshold at the boundary of variety DA: in terms of 
varieties, there is no intermediate step between being restricted to regular languages 
and recognizing all i-free context-free languages. It is very likely that this pattern 
extends both to the groupoids for which 4?‘(G) contains nontrivial groups (we would 
then speak of variety DS instead of DA), and to the context-free languages containing 
the empty word. Another obvious next step after this article consists in extending 
this study to other significant cases of monoid varieties, such as the idempotent (i.e., 
threshold one aperiodic) monoids. By then, the limits of our approach may have been 
reached, and one must ask what are the other properties which will enable us to 
characterize groupoids recognizing classes of nonregular languages such as the linear 
or deterministic CFL’s, and whether the usual classification in terms of varieties will 
still be appropriate in this context. 
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